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 Prepare to be electrified as Lockdown, the enigmatic force dominating Australia's EDM scene, 
 joins forces with renowned vocalist Veronica Bravo to unleash their highly anticipated Hardstyle 
 track on January 12th: Miracle, Via District Records. After a string of consecutive Beatport #1 
 hits and collaborations with international icons, Lockdown is set to captivate global audiences 

 once again with this latest release. 

 Lockdown's meteoric rise has been fueled by hypnotic and infectious basslines that have 
 infiltrated playlists worldwide, earning millions of streams across digital platforms. With 
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 endorsements from heavyweight artists like Timmy Trumpet, Ben Nicky, Will Sparks, and 
 Dimatik, his budding reputation for delivering down and dirty electronic beats is unparalleled. 

 This latest collaboration with Veronica Bravo, in keeping with the Australian powerhouse’s 
 reputation, promises to be a sonic journey that propels the listener into an intense and euphoric 
 experience. Veronica Bravo, known for her powerful vocals and dynamic stage presence, brings 

 a fresh dimension to Lockdown's signature sound and the result is a testament to the duo's 
 collective talent - an infectious track, ready to set the dance floor ablaze. 

 Lockdown's imprint on the EDM scene has been nothing short of parabolic, attracting attention 
 from industry giants such as Steve Aoki and Carnage, leading to collaborations on tracks like 

 'Plur Genocide,' featured on Carnage's acclaimed album 'Battered Bruised & Bloody.' Additional 
 collaborations with Uberjack'd and an official remix for the Stafford Brothers on Dimitri Vegas & 

 Like Mike's label 'Smash The House' further solidify that artist’s position in not just the Australian 
 EDM Scene, but the global electronic stage. 

 Fans and newcomers alike can experience the danger and thrill of “Miracle” on January 12th, 
 when the track drops on all major streaming platforms. 
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